
Johhn – N2BE 



Matt - KC8ZQS 

Please see attached log and TX photo for the AWA John Rollins event. Didn't make many contacts but 

had lots of fun getting my first xtal rig on the air.  

Joe - W3GMS 

I had a great time this year operating the John Rollins event.  Sadly, I could not operate on the 

Wednesday and Thursday portion of the event, but was available to operate over the weekend.  It was 

great having the event on both CW and AM phone and did hear quite a bit of AM activity.  I started 

out with my DX-60 Novice station, but found out when operating 75M phone in the evening, that a 

little more power was needed!  So I reduced the output of my Johnson Ranger to deliver 100W out of 

my amplifier.       

Gary - W8PU 

I enjoyed operating the John Rollins event though I was only able to make 10 contacts. I wasn't 

hearing allot of activity from my QTH here in SW Ohio. I only operated CW and avoided working AM. 

My past experiences operating during any AM event or contest regardless of the sponsor has been a 

fruitless attempt at best. My AM station consists of a Viking Ranger, which will produce about 40 to 45 

watts carrier. Combine that with the fact that with only a few " fixed " AM frequencies used, it's nearly 

impossible for me to make multiple contacts during contests, rally's, QSO Parties, etc. AM stations that 

routinely use those frequencies, whether they are participating in the event or not, tend to sit on 

them for hours as well as make extremely long transmissions. Don't get me wrong, there are a great 

bunch of guys and gals operating AM. I am just saying that as far as any event goes, the AM mode and 

the limited frequencies where the AM activity exists,  is only for those with higher power and don't 

mind spending an entire evening, or weekend, to be heard. I will also add that the BK is my favorite 

contest for several reasons, one being I believe there is more activity.  

 

Lou - VE3AWA 

Thank you for doing this, Jerry. 

 

Niel - W0VLZ 

What a great way to round out the AWA Amateur Radio "On-The-Air" season. This winter I had a 

chance to use several 20s through 50s classic rigs. (see http://w0vlz.blogspot.com/2019/10/winter-

operating-events.html  ) It was a lot of fun. Thanks again for your work putting it on. 

The JR ran during the Novice Rig Roundup allowing for some interesting comparisons. Wow, it is good 

thing I didn't know what I was missing when I used a BC342 as my Novice receiver rather than a 

75A4...of course how many teenagers could afford a 75A4 in 1966? 
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